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Child protection is a key policy concern in India as 
children, especially those belonging to the weaker 
sections of society, are vulnerable to exploitation and 
harassment of various kinds. Child abuse, trafficking, 
child labour, female foeticide and infanticide, child 
marriage, undernourishment are amongst the host of 
issues that affect children. And especially in the 
cases of children below the age of six, children living 
on the streets, children who are orphaned, children 
with physical or mental disabilities, children affected 
by HIV/AIDS or other long term diseases, children 
displaced by conflict/civil unrest/natural disasters, 
the capacity for self-protection risk is limited, putting 
even more at risk. 

CHILDLINE India Foundation (CIF) is a non-profit 
organisation with a vision to create a child-friendly 
nation that guarantees the rights and protection of all 
children. It is the nodal agency of the Union Ministry 
of Women and Child Development, and acts as the 
parent organisation for setting up, managing and 
monitoring the CHILDLINE 1098 service across the 
country. CIF’s responsibilities include monitoring of 
service delivery and finance, training, research and 
documentation, creating awareness, advocacy, as 
well as resource generation for the service.

CHILDLINE 

The CHILDLINE 1098 service, developed and 
managed by CIF, is a 24x7, emergency, free phone 
outreach service linking children in need of care and 
protection, to relevant organisations run by 
government departments and civil society 
organisations for long-term care, protection and 
rehabilitation. Any child or adult calling on behalf of a 
child is assured of assistance from a trained team 
capacitated to reach the child within an hour of 
having received a call on 1098. 

CHILDLINE is India’s first national-level response to 
the ratification of the United Nations Convention on 
the Rights of the Child (UNCRC). Additionally, it also 
receives special mention in the Juvenile Justice (Care 
and Protection) Act 2000, where the Government has 
requested that CHILDLINE act as a catalyst in 
bringing together State agencies and voluntary 
agencies at the local level to ensure implementation 
of the Act. 

When the Ministry of Women and Child Development 
(MWCD) came into being in 2006, it recognised 
CHILDLINE India Foundation as the Nodal Mother 
NGO for implementing the CHILDLINE model across 

all districts in India. In order to put in place a process 
framework for the implementation of Child 
Protection, CHILDLINE joined hands with The 
National Institute of Social Defence and developed a 
program: ‘National Initiative for Child Protection 
(NICP)’. This subsequently became the framework 
for the MWCD-initiated Integrated Child Protection 
Scheme program (ICPS), which funds the expansion 
of CHILDLINE services. As of March 2019, 
CHILDLINE has a pan-India presence, operating in 
502 cities/districts across 35 states/UTs, and responds 
to over 89,98,083 calls a year.

OBJECTIVES 

• To reach out to every child in need of care and 
protection by responding to emergencies on 1098 
and by physically reaching out to children.

• To adapt and integrate telecommunication 
technology, linking all districts to the service of 1098, 
and making it available to all children in need of care 
and protection.

• To provide a platform of networking amongst 
organisations and to provide linkages to support 
systems that facilitates the rehabilitation of children 
in need of care and protection.

• To work together with the Allied Systems (police, 
health care, juvenile justice, transport, legal, 
education, communication, media, political and the 
community) to create child friendly systems.

• To advocate for services for children that are 
inaccessible, non-existent or inadequate.

• To create a body of NGOs and Government 
organisations working within the national framework 
and policy for children.

• To be a nodal child protection agency in the 
country, providing child protection services to 
children in need of care and protection.

• To contribute and work towards strengthening and 
participating in a global movement that addresses 
issues related to child protection and ensures that 
children’s voices are heard.

PROGRAMMES AND ACTIVITIES

• Responding to calls on the national toll-free number 
1098 and facilitating rescue and emergency outreach 
services for children in need of care and protection.

• Coordinating rescue and other outreach services 
with the help of relevant local departments like police, 

CHILDLINE INDIA FOUNDATION (CIF)
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administration, labour, health, railways and others.

• Ensuring proper documentation of all children 
rescued to facilitate their rehabilitation and 
restoration, where necessary.

• Producing children before the Child Welfare 
Committee (CWC) to ensure care and protection.

• Supporting the CWC in the long-term rehabilitation 
of children, where required.

• Supporting a national network for the tracking of 
missing children.

• Providing data related to children rescued and 
rehabilitated for the compilation of a national 
comprehensive database of child protection.

• Creating awareness about and ensuring access to 
the 1098 helpline number.

• Creating research, documentation, awareness and 
advocacy on issues related to the child helpline.

• Establishing linkages with other child protection 
services, the community and local bodies to meet 
the immediate needs of children rescued.

PARTNERSHIP MODEL

CIF believes that for CHILDLINE to be successful 
and effective in reaching out and responding to the 
needs of millions of children across India, it is crucial 
to function in a partnership framework; one that 
recognises that: 

• A helpline cannot operate in isolation 

• All service partners share a reciprocal relationship 

• Partners have clear and definite roles which lead to 
a feeling of joint ownership towards the model 

• All partners share the vision, mission and the 
success of the model 

CHILDLINE, therefore, is a unique partnership 
between the Ministry of Women and Child 
Development, State Governments, Department of 
Telecommunications, voluntary agencies, academic 
institutes, the corporate sector, the community and 
children. It is the crucial link between children in 
distress and in emergency situations, and a 
well-connected network of services that are already 
in place and working towards the care and protection 
of children. It acts as the single point of contact that 
facilitates instant access to support, advice, active 
intervention, and often, even a sympathetic ear. 

OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE

CHILDLINE CONTACT CENTRE (CCC)

CHILDLINE Contact Centres (CCC) are 24-hour, 
voice response facilities of CHILDLINE using 

contemporary BPS (Business Processes Services) 
technology. There are 6 centralised call receiving 
centres across 5 locations (Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, 
Chennai and Bengaluru), and all CHILDLINE 
cities/districts are connected to it.

CHILDLINE ADVISORY BOARD/DISTRICT 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

The CHILDLINE Advisory Board or District Advisory 
Board is the principal policy-making body of 
CHILDLINE. Headed by the District Magistrate and 
Collector at the city and district levels respectively, it 
comprises of government officials, NGOs, 
corporates, and concerned individuals, and reviews 
the performance of CHILDLINE, sets new directions, 
recommends strategies for smartening up the 
service, and opens up mainstream systems for 
training and advocacy.  

NODAL ORGANISATION

Nodal Organisations are usually academic institutes 
or NGOs which anchor and facilitate the city service 
structure. They coordinate between 1098 service 
providers and ensure that service glitches are ironed 
out. They are charged with the responsibility of 
networking with and training members of the local 
allied system, coordinating and calling the       
CAB meetings.

COLLABORATIVE ORGANISATIONS

Collaborative Organisations or Collab Partners 
function as the intervention units for CHILDLINE. 
Once a CCC responds to a call received on 1098, if it 
is deemed that the case requires emergency 
intervention, the case is transferred to a Collab 
Partner, which then sends personnel to the location 
to carry out the required intervention. Collab Partners 
also undertake outreach and awareness building.

SUPPORT ORGANISATIONS AND SUB CENTRES
Support Organisations or Sub Centres are typically 
located in city suburbs or in rural areas respectively, 
and supplements the work of Collab Partners. Cases 
from the Collab Partners are referred to the Support 
Organisations/Sub Centres, for on-ground follow-up. 
These are usually organisations with substantial 
community outreach at the grassroots. 

RESOURCE ORGANISATIONS
Resource organisations provide specialised services 
such as counselling, shelter, legal advice, 
sponsorship, adoption, etc, and extend their services 
to children referred by CHILDLINE. 
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Advocacy on Child Rights and Protection forms one of the core pillars of CHILDLINE India 
Foundation’s effort towards our vision of child-friendly India. Our advocacy efforts have significantly 
contributed to CHILDLINE’s growth in each district/state across the country. The thrust of our 
advocacy efforts has been on facilitating the implementation of the Integrated Child Protection 
Scheme, creating awareness about CHILDLINE, and building capacity among stakeholders on the 
various legislations that are relevant for child protection such as the Protection of Children from 
Sexual Offences Act 2012, the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act 2015, the 
Prohibition of Child Marriage Act 2006,  the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act 1986.

Advocacy and networking initiatives are practiced at all levels - right from engaging with local Village 
Panchayat bodies, to working alongside officials at the State and Central Government level, since 
recognition from stakeholders across the board allows for easy implementation and adoption of child 
helpline services.

Kerala

CIF organised a state-level consultation on August 
7th at Thiruvananthapuram to discuss various 
aspects around child care and protection. The 
consultation was attended by Shylaja Teacher - 
Minister for Social Justice and Women & Child 
Development, Mr. Biju Prabhakar IAS - Special 
Secretary to Social Justice Department, Mr. S. 
Srijith IPS, State Nodal officer for Child Rights and 
Anti-Human Trafficking and Mr. K. Sathyan, 
Member Secretary, State Legal Service Authority. 
The following topics were discussed at the 
consultation meeting:

• The need for strengthening Special Juvenile Police 
Units (SJPU) and Child-friendly Police.

• To make CWC functioning effective.

• To strengthen interventions through active 
coordination of stakeholders.

• To prevent child abuse through creating awareness 
among the general public and various stakeholders.

Pune

The Pune team carried out the following training 
programmes/talks: 

• Training on Child protection and relevant  policies 
- for  principals and supervisors of schools  run by 
MES society 

• Training  on  CHILDLINE and child  rights - Baya 
Karve counsellors 

• Training  on  children’s  issues - rights,  abuse, 

ADVOCATING FOR CHILD RIGHTS AND 
PROTECTION

Advocating for Child Rights and Protection Advocacy and Training Programmes
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health and nutrition, development, parenting, family 
welfare and gender -Parivar Milan

• Talk on sex education for adolescents - Col. 
Bhagat Singh School, Lal Bahadur School, 
Alegaonkar School, Hutatma Rajguru School

• Panel discussion on net addiction - Dombivili NGO 
and Rotary

• Talk on CHILDLINE projects - Ideal colony, 
Shubhankaroti Mahila Mandal.

• Lecture on Child Abuse - for students at Krishna 
Foundation College, Karad

Delhi 

A workshop titled, 'Developing a Perspective to 
Prevent and Respond to Child Abuse in Child Care 
Institutions' was organised by Udayan Care on 
March 1st 2019. This was in response to  allegations 
of abuse in institutions. The workshop addressed 
concerns and challenges with respect to abuse in 
institutions and how an effective response 
mechanism to disclosures would help in 
safeguarding children. 

Chennai

A state-level capacity building training for 
CHILDLINE counsellors was conducted in December 
2018 at the ICSA- Paripurna Training Centre, 
Chennai. It covered the following topics. 

• Responding to children, especially those who had 
been abuse.

• Using skits and plays  to explain child abuse.

• Counseling emotionally abused children.

• Methods to handle children in distress. 

IMPLEMENTATIONS OF ICPS

CIF has constantly made efforts to provide 
knowledge about the Integrated Child Protection 
Scheme (ICPS), provisions of the JJ Act 2015, and 
the rights of children who came into care and 
protection, as well as those in conflict with law, to the 
relevant government officials and professionals 
working in the judicial system such as the police, 
social welfare officers, Child Welfare Committees, 
District Child Protection Units, officers, etc.

Gujarat

The CIF team conducted a session on ‘An Analytical 
Overview of the CHILDLINE 1098 Service’ in Gujarat, 
and also chaired a panel discussion on innovative 
practices/processes related to coordination between 
CHILDLINE and the District Child Protection Units. 

This was conducted at the State level Convergence 
Meet to strengthen the partnership between 
CHILDLINE and key duty bearers of Gujarat was 
chaired by Mr. Nachiya,  CEO and Director - Social 
Defence, Social Justice and Empowerment. All the 
25 CHILDLINE representatives, District Child 
Protection Officers (DCPO) and Child Welfare Police 
Officers (CWPO) of Gandhinagar and Ahmedabad 
were present in this meet to discuss issues related to 
convergence and implementation of best practices.

Telangana
• Secretary to Department of Women Development 
and Child Welfare, Government of Telangana has 
issued a circular on May 2018, each district collector 
in the state to provide reference and feedback on 
NGOs selected by CHILDLINE India Foundation for 
expansion of CHILDLINE Services in all new districts.

• The Secretary to Department of Women 
Development and Child Welfare, Government of 
Telangana issued a circular on May 2018 to each 
district collector to provide reference and feedback 
on NGOs selected by CIF for expansion. The 
Secretary also directed the Telangana Transport 
Department to display the CHILDLINE number ‘1098’ 
on all state government buses and school buses. The 
District Education Officers of Khammam and 
Peddapally districts issued circulars to school head 
masters and MEOs to provide awareness on 
CHILDLINE in all government and private schools as 
per the decision taken in the CAB meeting in August 
and November, 2018 respectively. 

Bihar
A circular was issued to all Senior Superintendents of 
Police (SSPs) and Superintendents of Police (SPs) for 
their support and cooperation to CHILDLINE. Important 
points mentioned in the circular included: 

• Sharing Khoya Paya child information with all Police 
Station through wireless.

Civil society organization meet held at Gir Somnath district, 
Gujarat for initiation of CHILDINE 1098 Services

12
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• Lodging FIR in all missing children cases as per 
direction of Hon'ble Supreme Court.

• Sharing information about CHILDLINE and Child 
Rights with police officers and chowkidars.

• Supporting and cooperating with the CHILDLINE 
team in the case of child marriage, child labour, child 
trafficking and child abuse.

• Pasting the CHILDLINE 1098 number on information 
desks along with police number at public places.

• Informing CHILDLINE if they found a new born or 
abandoned child. 

• Assisting CHILDLINE in producing children before 
the Child Welfare Committee.

Uttar Pradesh

Basic Siksha Adhikari, Kannauj issued a circular to 

the principals to ensure that no child labour was 

being used in schools. The Assistant Regional 

Transport Officer, Kannauj issued a circular for 

printing 1098 in buses.

The Block Development Officer, Maharajganj also 

issued a circular for the  visibility of CHILDLINE.

13
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CHILDLINE MASS AWARENESS

Awarness Programme By CHILDLINE Bilaspur Holi ka Dahan function organised by CHILDLINE Sheopur 

1098 formed by Girl Children as a part of Pink Day Campign

Awarness Programme By CHILDLINE Villupuram

14
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Save The Girl Child Awareness by 
CHILDLINE Bardhaman Awareness Camp about Education and Labour at Punjab

Child Labour Awareness on Labour Day at Chandigarh

CHILDLINE Sheopur team along with Women and
Child Development celebrated Republic Day to spread about Save The Girl Child.

15
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NORTH

Delhi 
CHILDLINE Delhi conducted a training programme in 
February, 2019 for police personnel on the Juvenile 
Justice Act and the Protection of Children from 
Sexual Offences Act. Around 60 police personnel 
from different police stations attended the training 
programme. The team also performed a Nukkad 

Naatak in August 2018 at the Anand Vihar Railway 
Station in collaboration with the Railway Protection 
Force (RPF) for a campaign against stone pelting on 

trains and shed light on the consequences. In March 
2019, it organised a programme on the Juvenile 
Justice Act which also addressed themes such as 
child rights, creating child-friendly environments, 
health and safety and more.  

Karnal
CHILDLINE Karnal team conducted a meeting with 
Head Officers of police stations to discuss the 
POCSO Act, child protection and safety. 

Dharamshala
A 3-day residential training programme on child 
related legislation was organised in March 2019 for 

ACTIVATING STAKEHOLDERS
CHILDLINE India Foundation (CIF) constantly focuses its efforts on strengthening and 
systematising Child Protection in India. This is achieved collectively and in collaboration with the 
Government of India, State Governments and Civil Society Organisations in order to make 
children’s issues a priority in the National Agenda.

Additionally, CIF also reaches out to its partner network and allied systems through meetings, 
programmes and workshops, to create a robust and effective child protection practice.  

Celebration of CHILDLINE Se Dosti 
at IIC Town Police Station, Jharsuguda

Resource Organization Meeting with Station House Officer (SHO)
Nukad Natak programme conducted by 

CHILDLINE team at Anand Vihar Railway Station

Workshop conducted by 
CHILDLINE Karnal team on POCSO Act
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the CHILDLINE team in Himachal Pradesh. The 
objective of the training was to develop an effective 
understanding on the implementation process and 
structure of the JJ Act 2015, the POCSO Act, the 
Child Labour Act and the Prohibition of Child 
Marriage Act.

Jammu
The CHILDLINE team in Jammu organised a meet 
with the Jammu Traffic Police in August 2018 to 
appraise them about how the CHILDLINE network 
functioned across states. 

Jalendra

The Jalendra team organised a seminar on the JJ Act 
2015 and functions of the Child Welfare Committee 
at the police station. Mr. Japinder Singh, Secretary of 
District Legal Services Authority was the guest of 
honour. It also held a meeting to discuss child abuse 
and its prevention which was attended by the District 
magistrate, ICPS entities, representative from CIF 
and GOI, and private schools. 

Bajju

In Bajju, the team conducted several outreach 
programmes to create awareness about the 

CHILDLINE 1098 service and the various 
child-related legislations at schools, aanganwadi 
centres, community halls, bus stand and village 
common areas. Meetings were also held with 
members of the panchayat, self-help groups, school 
management committees, and aanganwadi centre 
workers and helpers. 

Jharkhand
The Jharkhand team coordinated with like-minded 
NGOs and CBOs working in different social sectors 
to ensure rehabilitation and protection of children 
was happening in an effective manner. In Jharkhand, 
Resource Organization Meetings played an 
important role in coordinating with NGOs and CBOs 
to ensure that the protection and rehabilitation of 
children was happening in an effective manner.

EAST

Odisha
The CHILDLINE Odisha team participated in the Pari 
programme with the District Administration, in June 

2018. Organised by Odisha Police in Jharsuguda, the 
programme aimed at creating awareness in the 
community about child physical abuse.

Awareness among traffic cops in Jammu 

Workshop on Role and Responsibility in PCS

Resource Organization Meeting in Jharkhand

PARI Campaign in Jharsuguda
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Aizawl
CHILDLINE team conducted training programme in 
coordination with National Rural Health Mission 
(NRHM) Department on Adolescent Health and 
Hygiene at Aizawl, Mizoram.

West Bengal

CHILDLINE West Bengal team held a state-level 
consultation programme in the month of January, 
2019 at ICMARD for ‘Establishing Convergence 
amongst Stakeholders of Railways and 
Functionaries of ICPS’. The objective of the 
programme was to convey the railway officials and 
ICPS functionaries that the convergence of both 
parties was essential for creating a child-friendly 
ecosystem at railway stations.

SOUTH

Telangana 

The Telangana team conducted a workshop in July 

2018 on preventing child abuse and keeping children 

safe online at Hyderabad. Sri. Govind Singh IPS, 

Add. DGP, CID, Government of Telangana, Smt. 

Viziendra Boyi IAS, Director, Dept. of Women and 

Child Welfare, Government of Telangana, and 

Anjaiah Pandari, Executive Director of CIF 

inaugurated the workshop.

Kerala 

The CHILDLINE team conducted a 3-day training 
which was held in February 2019 in association with 
UNICEF. Resource persons from NIMHANS, 
Bangalore shared insights into giving psycho-social 
support to the survivors of child abuse.

Tamil Nadu 

A training programme was held for the police 
personnel at Siruvar Mandram, Ooty, with 
participation from DCPU and CWC members as well. 
JJ Act, POCSO Act and Child Psychology were the 
topics discussed. 

WEST

Mumbai

A Resource Organisation Meeting was conducted for

the Mumbai team in March 2019 at Morello Hall, 
Bandra to create awareness on the operations of 
CHILDLINE, the roles of different organisations, 

State Level Consultation Programme 
conducted by CHILDLINE in Kerala. 

Inauguration of workshop 

Presenting a memento

State Level Consultation Programme in West Bengal
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and how coordination was done in the case         
of interventions. 

Pune

The Pune team screened the film 'Shout' at a training 
and advocacy programme for staff of Varkari 
Ashram, the Madarsa staff, Police and Bal 
Police Pathak.

Surat

The team in Surat organised a programme with 
DCPU staff for children in orphanages. Focus Group 
Discussions and pamphlets were used to share 
information on the CHILDLINE 1098 services.

Junagadh

The Junagadh team visited Shishu Mangal Trust for a 
Q&A session with children. They also had a 
discussion with the employees of Shishu Mangal 
Trust to improve coordination. 

Tikamgarh

The Tikamgarh team conducted a joint awareness 
programme with ASHA workers and Anganwadi 
teachers for school children as a part of the Student 
Police Cadet Scheme in 20 schools. The team 
shared information about the POCSO Act, good 

touch-bad touch and the CHILDLINE 1098 toll 
service. It was also attended by the Sub Divisional 
Police Officer and Digoda Beat Officer.

Khajuraho

In Februay 2019, the CHILDLINE Khajuraho team 
conducted an awareness programme to share 
information on child rights and the 1098 toll-free 
number with the general public at the Khajuraho 
Dance Festival. Over 300 people visited the 
CHILDLINE stall.

  

CHILDLINE Junagadh conducted an awareness session

CHILDLINE Tikamgarh conducted  awareness session

CHILDLINE Khajuraho stall at the dance festival

CHILDLINE stall at Khajuraho Dance Festival event

  

CHILDLINE stall at Khajuraho Dance Festival event
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SENSITISING ALLIED PARTNERS
CHILDLINE’s pledge and primacy is crafting a protective environment for the country’s children. 
There is a dire need to ensure that Child Protection and Child Rights are understood and practised 
by all stakeholders. Catalysing allied systems including the Police, Health Care Organisations, 
Educational Institutions, Transport Undertakings, Telecom, Media and NGOs who have a large stake 
in child protection is vital in order to create a more sensitive and proactive society.

CHILDLINE Advisory Board Meeting: 

The CAB is the principle policy-making body of 
CHILDLINE at the city/district level and is 
responsible for ensuring the effective functioning of 
CHILDLINE. The board comprises of government 
officials, NGOs, corporate and concerned 
individuals. The key functions of the CAB are to 
review the functioning of CHILDLINE and suggest 
measures to enhance the service.

Jharkhand

At the CAB meeting in Jharkhand various important 
issues came up and the problems were resolved. 
Regular convergence meetings were conducted at 
the district level with all NGOs and CBOs working 
with children in Jharkhand. Some of the salient 
points addressed at these meeting includes: 

• CHILDLINE team to be incorporated in various 
awareness programmes on child trafficking in 
collaboration with district administration.

• Displaying of 1098 in public and private buses.

• Priority to be given to cases brought by 
CHILDLINE at district hospitals.

• CHILDLINE to provide support to MTC workers so 
that children suffering from malnutrition complete 
their treatment.

• Ensuring proper functioning of Dhawa Dal at 
district level, and also allows the formation of similar 
Dhawa Dal at the Block level.

West Bengal

CAB meetings were conducted in the following 
districts: Kolkata, Hooghly, Paschim Medinipur, 
Murshidabad, Purba Bardhaman, South 24 
Parganas and Malda. 2 CAB meetings were held in 
North 24 Parganas.  

• It was decided that Medical Department would 
assist in providing support for cases with critical 
medial conditions.

CAB Jharkahand CAB West Bengal

 Region CAB meeting DCPC meeting Block CAB meeting Taluk CAB meeting

North 52 58 0 0

 South 58 0 0 77

 East 44 35 47 0

West 39 15 0 0

Total 193 108 47 77

CAB, DCPC CAB, Block CAB & Taluk CAB carried over during 2018-19
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• Challenges faced by the CHILDLINE team in 
looking for appropriate shelter for mentally and 
physically disabled children. The lack of shelter 
homes for this population was highlighted. 

Karnataka 

CAB meetings were held in 26 out of 28 districts, 
and were chaired by the District Collector of the 
respective districts. Highlights from the 
meetings include: 

• Circular issued to all the DCs to conduct regular 
CAB meeting once in every six months.

• Issuance of ID cards to the CHILDLINE team. 

• Printing of CHILDLINE information on the back 
cover of text books.

• Creating awareness in all categories of schools 
through issuance of circulars, wall paintings, talks, 
hoardings, etc.  

• Wall painting in health centres and anganawadis, 
hoardings in bus stands, BMTC & KSRTC buses, 
public places, corporation walls, Gram/Taulk/ 
Zilla Panchayats.

• Information on CHILDLINE to be made as a part of 

the textbooks as a lesson, and to include themes 
such as child rights and child protection aspects. 

Kerala

Out of the 13 CAB meeting, 10 CAB meetings were 
conducted in flood affected districts and other 3 CAB 
meetings were held at Kollam, Thrissur and Mahe. 
The response from various stakeholders along with 
CHILDLINE with the context of flood was 
coordinated through special CAB meeting at each of 
the selected districts. The second phase targeted 
for 16 CAB meetings, 2 in each of the districts, 1 at 
the onset of the 2nd phase activity and the 
remaining before the completion of the same. 
Highlights include:

• CHILDLINE would take the initiative for the 
strengthening of child protection committees in 10 
selected panchayats.

• Deputy Director of Education to issue circular to 
headmasters for display of 1098 CHILDLINE number 
in every school.

• Fire and rescue department to associate with 
CHILDLINE for school-based orientation on emergency 
rescue procedures and disaster management.

• Awareness to PTA on child protection and keeping 
children safe online. 

• Strengthening child protection systems in 
flood-affected  Panchayats.

• 100 wall paintings about CHILDLINE awareness 
across anganwadis, health centres, panchayat 
buildings in flood-affected localities of Alappuzha. 

• Display CHILDLINE helpline number 1098 in 
all lower and upper primary schools of 
Alappuzha district.

CAB KeralaCAB Karnataka

CAB West Bengal
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• Awareness classes, mental merry events for 
children, CHILDLINE Open House, etc to be 
organsied  in schools, panchayats and anganwadis 
at 12 Panchayats of Kuttanadu Taluk and other flood 
affected localities.

• Establish CHILDLINE  awareness  boards  and
advertisements at railway stations of the district.  Also 
submit applications for exhibiting advertisements on 
screens at railway platforms.

• As per circular ICPS 5/14 No.103 by state 
development director, DCPU has to display 
CHILDLINE number and message in all CWC, JJB, 
JJ homes, etc.

Jammu

CAB meeting was conducted by the CHILDLINE 
Jammu team and Divisional Commissioner Jammu in 
February 2019. Various schemes of child protection 
were reviewed at this meeting.

CAB Kerala

CAB TelenganaCAB Meeting  in AmbalaCAB Meeting  in Ambala
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India’s railway network is one of the largest in the 
world – connecting the country and facilitating the 
movement of passengers and goods all around the 
year. It comprises of 121,407 kilometres of tracks 
over a route of 67,368 kilometres across 7,349 
stations. In 2017-18, the network carried 8.26 billion 
passengers annually or more than 23 million 
passengers a day!

India is also a home to the largest number of children 
(39% of the population) in one single country in the 
entire world. According to the estimates, at least 
40% of children in the country live in situations that 
make them vulnerable to abuse and exploitation. A 
large segment of this population lives in urban areas, 
having travelled from small towns and rural areas, in 
search of livelihood opportunities, to eke out a living, 
in the hope of a better life or in some cases, even to 
fulfill their dreams of meeting the film stars they 
idolise. And many use the railway network to reach 
these urban centres. They arrive in urban centres, by 
travelling via trains, either as individual runaway 
children, or in many cases, in groups via an 
organised trafficking network. Big railway stations 
are key transit points in this process. The huge 
railway network, which is such an important lifeline of 
the country, is evidently misused severely. 

For many of the children who arrive at the urban 
centres in trains, railway stations serve as the first 
port of call. These railway stations can therefore 
become key outreach points for identifying and 
assisting vulnerable children. CHILDLINE and other 
civil society organisations who have been working 
with children in contact along with the railways as 
well as those in and around railway platforms, have 
therefore advocated for concerted efforts and 
focused programmes at important railway stations.

CHILDLINE sought to set up an institutional 
mechanism to provide a safety net in and around the 
railway stations, involving the association of multiple 
stakeholders. The purpose was to rescue children 
during the transfer process from safety to 
exploitation, or even wean off a child from living on 
the street by providing alternative options. The 
objective was to respond to a child’s needs, before it 

gets escalated into a situation where the child 
becomes more vulnerable to exploitation and abuse.

In 2015-16, a partnership between two key ministries 
and multiple civil society partners with the common 
agenda to address the vulnerability of children and 
prevent abuse, saw a unique initiative taking shape. 
A Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) was 
formulated in March 2015 and a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) was signed between the 
Ministry of Railways and the Ministry of Women and 
Child Development on 19th May 2015. One of the 
operative instructions that was a part of the SOPs 
was that the CHILDLINE Help Desks/Kiosks/ Booths 
to be set at railway stations as an institutional 
mechanism. These were to be manned by the 
CHILDLINE partners that were receiving, 
rehabilitating and restoring children. 

The Childline Help Desks aid in providing immediate 
attention to children at railway stations who are 
found unaccompanied by adults, thereby addressing 
the issue of runaways, missing or abandoned 
children, and children in other difficult circumstances 
in a systematic and institutionalised manner. On 
account of being situated in a prominent area, the 
help desk not only serves to address the needs of 
vulnerable children, but also aids in creating large 
scale awareness about how children at risk could be 
helped, thereby promoting increased civic 
participation. 

The regular ambit of CHILDLINE services are 
provided to children who comes in contact with the 
Railways, based on outreach efforts, calls and cases 
reported to the 1098 helpline and walk in referrals by 
concerned adults. Assistance to children includes 
protection of children from exploitative situations, 
producing before the Child Welfare Committee 
(CWC), and subsequent linkages to long 
rehabilitative services.

As on March 2019, CHILDLINE is operational in xxx 
railway stations across India and the program will be 
extended to more railway stations progressively.

CHILD HELP DESK
ACCELERATING EMERGENCY SERVICES 
AT RAILWAY STATIONS
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CIRCULARS

Circular by CID for 
CHILDLINE 1098 awareness  at Gandhinagar

Circular by GSCPS CEO of 
Gujarat State for CHILDLINE awareness

Circular given by Women Empowerment Officer,
Dewas  for CHILDLINE awareness workshop (ICPS)

Circular by Labour Officer, Dewas related to 
Child Labour rescue and Mass awareness Campaign
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Circular for ‘1098’ to be printed on 
School Vehicle in Bhind District Advocacy Letter for Child Labour case by CHILDLINE

Circular from Child Welfare Committee, Udhampur Circular Issued by District Development Commissioner
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Circular issued from Medical Department

Circular for Police Training at Guwahati

List of District Level Monitoring and 
Vigilance Committee Members

Circular by TS Sec to Transport Commissioner

26
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CAB Meeting conducted by CHILDLINE  Telangana

NOC letter by DC to CHILDLINE Circular from NMC Education Department Nasik

CAB Meeting conducted by CHILDLINE Chennai
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THE CHILDLINE NETWORK
CHILDLINE India Foundation seeks to amplify and widen its reach each day, to ensure that it is able 
to meet its mission of reaching out to every child in need of care and protection, ensure that every 
child in the country has access to CHILDLINE’s emergency helpline service. 

CHILDLINE teams across the nation work relentlessly—to explore new locations, converse with 
various stakeholders ranging from authorities in administration to local organisations that it can 
partner with—to further expand its the nation’s ever-aggregating child protection network.

CHILDLINE Partners as on 31st March 2019

Existing & new locations added during 2018-19

North

South

East

West

GRAND
TOTAL

Model Locations Collab Nodal  Support Subcentre  Total  Rly. Collab Total units

Urban 79 77 9 0 0 86  

Rural  59 58 4 0 35 97  

Total 138 135 13 0 35 183 27 210

Urban 66 68 23 8 0 99  

Rural  51 47 14 0 57 118  

Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 239

Urban 33 32 11 11 0 54  

Rural  113 110 10 0 131 251  

Total 146 142 21 11 131 305 23 328

Urban 68 68 11 3 0 82  

Rural  33 31 0 0 15 46  

Total 101 99 11 3 15 128 20 148

Urban 246 245 54 22 0 321  

Rural 256 246 28 0 238 512  

Total 502 491 82 22 238 833 92 925

239Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 Total 117 115 37 8 57 217 22 

Particulars North South East West Total

Ringing locations up to 31st Marh 2018 119 103 118 80 420

New locations ringing (1st April 2018 to 31st March 2019) 19 14 28 21 82

Total locations ringing  138 117 146 101 502
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Existing & new locations added during 2018-19

Region  Location Railway unit Total

North  41 12 53

South  9 15 24

East  30 7 37

West  34 10 44

Total  114 44 158

Visits made during 2018-19

Network Visit 1   Network Visit 2   Advocacy Visit   Special Visits   

Total Visits  Region Total  Region Total  Region Total  Region Total 

North  124 North  10 North  14 North  5 153

South 126 South 36 South 27 South 15 204

East 122 East 6 East 32 East 9 169

West 111 West 2 West 6 West 3 122

Total 483 Total 54 Total 79 Total 32 648

Training conducted during 2018-19

Region Location Railway unit Total

 North 13 11 24

 South 16 7 23

 East 2 0 2

 West 11 10 21

Total 42 28 70

Ringing States and Union Territories

Region State UTI Ringing locations

 North 8 1 138

 South 5 2 117

 East 13 1 146

 West 4 1 101

Total 30 5 502
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CHILDLINE India Foundation set up the CHILDLINE Knowledge Hub in September 2016, with a need 
to link information from the ground with its larger overall objectives. It was created to strengthen 
CHILDLINE’s understanding of the existing protection needs of children, build knowledge and skills 
regarding protocols, laws and legislations being followed during interventions, and integrate the 
programme with the overall Integrated Child Protection Scheme structure. To achieve this, the 
Knowledge Hub would initiate and strengthen research, provide policy inputs on experiential 
learning, and build capacity among personnel engaged in child protection.

Training is a core component of the functions of the CHILDLINE Knowledge Hub. Activities carried 
out under this component include assessment of training needs, design of curriculum, and carrying 
out technical and skill-based training programmes for the CIF team, Collab Partner staff, as well as 
other stakeholders as required.

Considering that training needs differ from region to region, it was important to carry out a Training 
Needs Assessment (TNA). Using tools such as questionnaires, case scenarios which elucidated 
barriers and challenges faced by personnel and one-on-one interviews with key stakeholders to 
gather information, the TNA helped in preparing the training plan and developing the 
Train-the-Trainer manuals. As a result, CIF was able to identify gaps between existing and required 
levels of skills, knowledge and attitudes among CHILDLINE and Collab Partner personnel, identify 
what the training programmes should cover, and also ensure that appropriate and relevant training 
was being delivered. 

TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

EAST

The CHILDLINE India Foundation East Zone team 
conducted a workshop on Training Needs 
Assessment, which was organised with support from 
the Ministry of Women and Child Development 
(MWCD) and UNICEF. The programme was 
inaugurated by Dr. Shashi Panja - Hon’ble Minister, 
Department of Women and Child Development and 
Social Welfare, Government of West Bengal. Ms. 
Aastha Saxena Khatwani - Joint Secretary, Ministry 
of Women and Child Development, Government of 
India, Dr. Kaninika Mitra - Officer in Charge, UNICEF, 
West Bengal, Dr. Anjaiah Pandiri - Executive 
Director, CHILDLINE India Foundation, Ms. Harleen 
Walia - Deputy Director, CHILDLINE India 

Foundation, Ms. Chitrakala Acharya - Head Services, 
Ms. Vidya Reddy - Director Tulir and Governing 
Board member of CHILDLINE India Foundation, Dr. 
Bipasha Roy - member West Bengal Task Force on 
Combating Human Trafficking and state-level 
representatives from UNICEF were among other 
dignitaries who attended the workshop.

WEST

The CHILDLINE India Foundation West Zone team 
conducted a workshop on Training Needs 
Assessment and it was organised with the support 
from MWCD and UNICEF. The event saw active 
participation from eminent practitioners and child 

CHILDLINE India Foundation East Zone Partner’s 
Meet and Training Need Assessment Workshop

CHILDLINE India Foundation East Zone Partner’s
Meet and Training Need Assessment Workshop
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activists like Dr. Jeroo Billimoria - Founder of 

CHILDLINE -1098 services, Ms. Vidya Reddy - 

Director, Tulir, Dr. Amarnidhi Agarwal from New 

Concept, Ms. Harleen Walia - Deputy Director, 

CHILDLINE India Foundation, Ms. Chitrakala 

Acharya - Head Services, CHILDLINE India 

Foundation, CHILDLINE Partner Directors and also 

CHILDLINE teams from Maharashtra, Gujarat, 

Madhya Pradesh, Goa, and Dadra and Nagar 

Haveli. During this event, attempts were made on 

the part of CIF towards assessing the prevalent 

training needs of participants, through scientific 
and participatory methods.

NORTH

A workshop was conducted on Training Needs 
Assessment by the CHILDLINE India Foundation 
North Zone team with the support from MWCD and 
UNICEF. Participants included eminent practitioners 
and child activists like Dr. Jeroo Billimoria - Founder 
of CHILDLINE 1098 services, Ms. Vidya Reddy - 
Director, Tulir, Dr. Amarnidhi Agarwal from New 
Concept, Ms. Harleen Walia - Deputy Director, 
CHILDLINE India Foundation, Ms. Chitrakala 
Acharya - Head Services, CHILDLINE India 
Foundation, CHILDLINE teams from the states of 
Haryana, Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, 
and Union Territories Delhi and Chandigarh. The 
session identified the knowledge, skills and attitudes 

of CHILDLINE team members, partners and 
professionals engaged in child protection 
activities and equipped them with additional 
knowledge and skills.

CIF Founder Dr. Jeroo Billimoria 
felicitated by Deputy Director Harleen Walia at TNA meeting

CHILDLINE India Foundation West Zone Partner’s
Meet and Training Need Assessment Workshop

CHILDLINE India Foundation West Zone Partner’s
Meet and Training Need Assessment Workshop

CHILDLINE India Foundation North Zone Partner’s
Meet and Group Activities

CHILDLINE India Foundation North Zone Partner’s
Meet and Group Activities
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SOUTH

The CHILDLINE India Foundation South Zone team 
conducted a workshop on Training Needs 
Assessment and it was organised with the support of 
MWCD and UNICEF. Child activists like, Ms. Vidya 
Reddy - Director, Tulir, Ms. Vimala Ramakrishnan 
from the New Concept, Ms. Harleen Walia - Deputy 
Director CHILDLINE India Foundation, Ms. Chitrakala 
Acharya - Head Services, CHILDLINE India 
Foundation, CHILDLINE Partner Directors, Mrs. 
Anuradha Vidyasankar - Head, Southern Regional 

Resource Centre, Chennai, Smt. M.P Nirmala IAS 
(Rtd) - Chairperson, Tamil Nadu State Commission 
for Protection of Child Rights, and Sri. A. Nazir 
Ahamed - District Judge, Tamil Nadu State Legal 
Service Authority participated in the workshop, as 
did CHILDLINE teams from Tamil Nadu, Kerala, 
Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Union 
Territory Pondicherry. The session created an 
understanding of the wants, needs and rights of 
the children.

CHILDLINE India Foundation South Zone Partner’s
Meet and Training Need Assessment Workshop

CHILDLINE India Foundation South Zone Partner’s
Meet and Training Need Assessment Workshop
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CHILDLINE ACROSS THE COUNTRY
NORTH

Ambala

The Ambala team conducted an awareness 
programme at the mandir near Baldev Nagar. At the 
mandir, the children are given tuition at subsidised 
rates. The CHILDLINE team also screened Komal, a 
short film on child abuse.

Karnal

The CHILDLINE at Karnal team conducted an 
awareness programme for underprivileged children 
during a summer camp at Bal Bhawan on the issue of 
Child Labour. 

Jeetpur 

The Jeetpur team conducted an awareness 
programme in June 2018 for around 110 children 
and their parents. The team also share details 
about the CHILDLINE 1098 service. 

Gorakhpur

The CHILDLINE team celebrated Independence Day 

at the Primary School, Police Line, Gorakhpur with 
great vigour. After the flag hoisting, the children sang 
the National Anthem and thereafter songs, poems 
and dance programme were presented. Purvancha 
Gramin Seva Samiti, Gorakhpur celebrated 
International Women's Day at the Chargawa Block 
office premises for which around 1,200 women had 
gathered. The CHILDLINE team joined the 
celebration and distributed brochures. 

Varanasi 

The CHILDLINE Varanasi team celebrated Anti-Child 
Labour Day for one week in June 2018. It conducted 
awareness programmes and rallies at Jaiprakash 
Nagar, Sigra, Kashiram Awas, Shivpur, Chowkaghat, 
Bhagavanpur, and Lanka. Asha workers, anganwadi 
staff along with the ward members participated in the 
programmes. CHILDLINE communicated with the 
children about perils of child labour. DPO Praveen 
Kumar Tripati, CPO Nirupama Singh and National 
Domestic Workers' Movement (NDWM) staff were 
the dignitaries present at the awareness programme.

Awarness programme on Child Abuse 
conducted by CHILDLINE  Ambala team

Awarness programme on Child Labour 
  conducted by CHILDLINE Karnal team

Independence Day celebration with Primary School Children

International Women's Day celebration 
by CHILDLINE team at Gorakhpur
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Jammu

Chandigarh

The Chandigarh team organised the activity ‘Clown 
Doctor’ in collaboration with Youth Technical 
Training Service for the children in hospitals. The 
team along with volunteers who were dressed as 
clowns visited the children’s wards of four hospitals 
and entertained the children.

Anantnag 
The CHILDLINE Anantnag team at Bijbehara in 
collaboration with schools conducted a rally against 
Child Labour in the month of June 2018, where 
hundreds of students participated along with staff 
members. The rally started from Eidgah road, 
Bijbehara and ended at Islamia School Goriwan 
Chowk. Students in the rally shouted the slogans 
against Child Labour and created awareness about 
offences of Child Labour. They carried placards and 

Inauguration of Child Help Desk at Jammu Railway Station 

Street play on awareness of child rights and 
how we can protect environment

Child Friendly City Intiative Programme at Chandigarh

CHILDLINE team celebrated Anti-Child Labour Day at Varanasi

International Women's Day 
celebration by CHILDLINE at Varanasi 

Clown Doctor activity in Hospital at Chandigarh
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banners, in which different slogans were written 
against Child Labour. Through this rally people were 
sensitised about Child Labour.

Mohali

The CHILDLINE Mohali team organised an awareness 
camp about education and labour with the Youth 
Technical Training Service in the slum areas of Mohali 
on the eve of World Day against Child Labour. The slum 
dwellers were made aware about the importance of 
education and the evils of child labour.

EAST

Bihar

CHILDLINE Bihar team conducted workshops on 
Child Rights issues at schools.

Jharkhand

The CHILDLINE Jharkhand team with the support 

from the District Administration, installed stalls at 

fairs, melas and cultural festivals in various districts 

to create awareness among people about the 

CHIILDLINE service.  

Bilaspur

West Bengal

The CHILDLINE Howrah team in association with 
Howrah Municipal Corporation Health Department 
on World Health Day arranged a Free Medical Check 
Up Camp for the children residing at Kajipara Slum. 
It also conducted awareness programmes all over 
West Bengal through different cultural events. It set 
up stalls at fairs, melas and cultural festivals of 
various districts to create awareness about its work 

Rally against Child Labour conducted by 
Childline Anantnag team at Bijbehara

Rally against child labour conducted 
by CHILDLINE Mohali team

CHILDLINE Bilaspur team 
organised awareness programme on Diarrhea.

CHILDLINE Jharkhand team installed stalls at fair

CHILDLINE team organized celebratory 
programmes for children at Kolkata
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and services. It also carried out group activities for 
children to build an awareness about child protection 
among the children from the community.  

SOUTH

Karnataka

The CHILDLINE Karnataka teams across the state 
conducted a campaign against child begging. 
Sensitisation programmes for the community were 

carried out at signals, bus stands, colleges, railway 
stations, markets, theatres, religious places, parks, 
etc through debates, group discussions, drawing 
competitions and puppet shows. Awareness was 
also created through distribution on pamphlets, and 
through stickers on autos. 40 SHG’s, 320 children, 

41 lawyers, and 5,000 members of the public 
participated in the campaign across the state.  
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week was inaugurated by 
CHILDLINE Karnataka team in the month of 
November 2018. The CHILDLINE team released 
posters, tied Suraksha Bandhan to stakeholders and 
an oath towards a child-friendly state was taken with 
a signature campaign. 

The team also conducted a Blood Donation Camp in 
Koppala District where 200 children, 200 teachers, 
108 SHG members, 400 department members, 310 
stakeholders and 150 public  participated.  The team 
also collaborated with organisations working for the 
special children and differently-abled children, and 
conducted a Sports Day, competitions like, quiz 
and debate, and fun games for the children , who 
were also  given gifts, chocolates and snacks. 
They were also made aware about Child Rights by 

CHILDLINE team organized 
cake cutting celebration at Hooghly

CHILDLINE Stall at Shramik Mela, Jalpaiguri

CHILDLINE team conducted Children’s Group 
Activities at Darjeeling and North 24 Parganas

CHILDLINE Se Dosti week was inaugurated in 
Karnataka by the CHILDLINE team

CHILDLINE team conducted awarness 
programme through stikers and phamphlets 
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the CHILDLINE team. Approximately 2,100 
differently-abled children that participated in  
this programme.

Kerala
Based on the request from the State Commission for 
Protection of Child Rights, the CHILDLINE team 
conducted  school dropout prevention workshops 
among tribal settlements area in Aralam Tribal 
Settlement, Kannur district and facilitated the 
stakeholder meeting. This special programme was 
inaugurated by the SCPCR Chairman Mr. P. 
Suresh. District level officers from Tribal 
Department, DCPU, Police, Excise, Health, 
Education, Local Self Government, ICDS, etc., 
participated in the programme.

CHILDLINE team also conducted an in-house 
training programme for new CHILDLINE Help Desk 
staff. CHILDLINE India Foundation team 
representatives coordinated the training with the 
support of Ernakulam CHILDLINE team at Rajagiri 
College of Social Sciences, Kalamassery, Kochi in 
March 2019, where newly appointed CHILDLINE 
team members of Ernakulam, Thrissur, Trivandrum 
and Kozhikode attended the training.

Tamil Nadu 

The CHILDLINE Tamil Nadu team organised debate 
competitions in Govt. Higher Secondary Schools. 
Students actively participated in the competition. 
Apart from students, woman police constables 
also participated and debated on the topic of 
child marriage. 

The CHILDLINE team conducted child friendly indoor 
games with stakeholders in November 2018.             
Mr. Iyappan, Deputy Education Officer, Mrs. 
Thavamani, DCPU Social Worker, Ms. Akilendeswari, 

CHILDLINE Se Dosti poster was launched in 
Karnataka by the CHILDLINE team

In-house training conducted for newly 
functioning railway CHILDLINE Help Desk at Kerala

Special programme conducted for 
Tribal rehabilitation settlement

Awareness rally on 
CHILDLINE 1098 services at Gudalur, Nilgiri

CHILDLINE Kanyakumari team conducted 
training programme on Child Marriage and Child Abuse.
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Ms.Vaidegi, AWPS, Govt. School Teachers and ICDS 
Representatives played indoor games with the 
children of GTMO School and Govt. Higher Secondary 
School to strengthen the bond between them. 

The CHILDLINE team conducted ‘Human Chain 
Programme’ at Gudlaur in which more than 300 
students from Plantation Workers Association ITI, 
and the NCC students of Govt. Higher Secondary 
School participated.

Kanyakumari

The  CHILDLINE Kanyakumari team, organised a 
training programme on the theme of ‘Child Marriage 
and Child Abuse’ in July, 2018. The participants got 
information and awareness about Child Rights, Child 
Marriage, Child Abuse, POCSO Act 2012, The 
Prohibition of Child Marriage Act 2006 and 
CHILDLINE helpline no ‘1098’ and its services.   

CHILDLINE conducted Gram Sabha Awareness 
meeting at Keezhmavilangai on Independence Day. 
Various dignitaries and children participated in 
the meeting. 

Tirupur

The CHILDLINE team conducted ‘National Girl Child 
Day’ in January 2019 at Tirupur. Approximately 2,000 

children participated in this programme. Ms. E.S Uma 
IPS, Deputy Commissioner of Police (Law & Order) 
gave special key note address and explained about the 
perils of using mobile phones.  This interactive session 
was followed by releasing a balloon which carried the 
message ”National Girl Child Day-SAVE GIRL 
CHILDREN". After the hall session, a rally was 
organised from Jaivobai School to Kumaran Statue. 
Around 500 students took part in the rally. The students 
got information about the CHILDLINE 1098 services 
and also about issues faced by the children in the society.

WEST

Kubernagar 

The CHILDLINE Kubernagar team conducted a 
workshop on ‘Good and Bad Touch’ for parents, 
Police Officers and children along with special guests 
in DCP Zone 2 and DCP Zone 3 in March 2019. The 
workshop was attended by 300 children and 100 
parents who were made aware about ‘what is good 
touch and bad touch’. On Independence Day, the 
team conducted a workshop with coolies and other 
stakeholders for children, making them aware that 
every child has the Right to Freedom, Speech, 
Participation and Protection.

CHILDLINE team conducted 
‘Human Chain Programme’ at Gudlaur 

CHILDLINE team conducted Gram Sabha 
Awareness meeting at Keezhmavilangai

CHILDLINE team conducted 
‘National Girl Child Day’ school program at Tirupur

CHILDLINE team conducted a workshop on 
Safe and Unsafe Touch for Parents
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Kheda
The CHILDLINE Kheda team conducted an 
awareness programme at Dhoda Kuva Primary 
school and the audience was made aware of the 
CHILDLINE 1098 helpline.  In addition, information 
on the Universal Declaration of Child Rights, i.e Right 
to survival, Right to Protection, Right to Education 
and Right to Participation was also shared. Students 
and staff were also informed of the government 
schemes like Palak Mata Pita that they could be 
eligible for. The programme was attended by 169+ 
students and staff from the school.

The CHILDLINE team at Kheda conducted a night 

outreach programme at Santram road, slum area in 

February 2019. People were informed about how the 

CHILDLINE service can protect children from issues 

like child labour, school dropout, child abuse, child 

marriage, etc. The programme was attended by more 

than 40 people.

The CHILDLINE Help Desk Team celebrated Diwali 
with the theme ‘Child Safety’ in October 2018. To 
build awareness they prepared rangoli, created a 
selfie point, conducted signature campaign and 
scheduled interviews to understand people’s 

reactions about crime against children. They created 
awareness about the toll free number ‘1098’ among 
3,000 people.

Mumbai

The CHILDLINE Mumbai team carried out awareness 
programme during Ganesh Festival in 13 sensitive 
areas. To create awareness, they performed street 
plays on child protection issues, distributed 
pamphlets and also interacted with general public to 
inform them about the ‘1098’ services, reaching out 
to 1,520 people through these activities.

The CHILDLINE team celebrated Independence Day 
with children and parents in Rambaug Shivadi. The 
team spoke about the toll free number ‘1098’, shared 
information about corporal punishment, and also 
screened the short film, ‘The Rose’. Additionally, 
there was also a discussion on the Right to 
Education Act, in which around 20 children and 10 
parents participated. 

Vadodara

THE CHILDLINE Vadodara team conducted an 
awareness rally on 'World Day Against Child 
Labour' in June 2018 with school children and the 
general public. 

CHILDLINE team conducted 
a workshop for awarness on Child Rights

CHILDLINE Kheda team conducted
an awareness programme at Dhoda Kuva Primary school 

CHILDLINE Kheda team conducted
an awareness programme on different child issues

CHILDLINE Mumbai team perform street play
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Junagadh

The CHILDLINE Junagadh team installed a stall at 
the Shivratri Fair held in March 2019 to help any child 
lost during the fair. The CHILDLINE se Dosti 
Campaign was held in November 2018 in the 
presence of the Anganwadi supervisor at 
Anganwadi, Govind Talaav, Khambhaliya.

Khajuraho 
The CHILDLINE Khajuraho team conducted 
awareness programme for the general public and 

children in the month of February 2019 at Khajooraho 
Dance Festival event. The team gave information on 
Child rights and the functioning of toll free no. 1098. 
Around 300 visitors including children visited the 
CHILDLINE stall and received information about 
CHILDLINE and its services. 

During the festival, dignities Mr. Swapinal Wankhede, 
SDM, Khajuraho, Mr. Javer Chief Municipal Officer 
Khojuraho, Mr. Ravind Singh Wagri attended the 
awareness programme.

The CHILDLINE team conducted event to create 
awareness among women regarding child rights, toll 
free number ‘1098’ and its services available in 
Dhahariya village, Narsinghpur.

Bhind

The CHILDLINE team conducted an  awareness 
program on ‘POSCO Act’ was at MJS College 
Bhind. It was attended by the staff and students of 
the college.

Sheopur

The CHILDLINE Sheopur team informed the children 
about CHILDLINE and its services. Awareness on 
child marriage, child labour and drug addiction was 
also provided.

Awareness rally on Child Labour

Awareness and SOS stalls installed at Shivratri fair

CHILDLINE team organized cake cutting
celebration for children

CHILDLINE Khajuraho team conducted 
awareness programme on Child Rights

Awareness programme on POSCO act
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The CHILDLINE team organised a rangoli competition 
for the students. Students participating in the 
competition were made aware of the 1098 service.  
The team also participated in the Veer Savarkar 
Stadium, Sheopur in the district level celebration of 
Republic Day where it informed the people, 
officers, teachers, students and police officers 
about its services.

Tikamgrah

The CHILDLINE team was felicitated by DC, Mr. 
Abhijit Agrawal and SP, Mr. Kumar Pratik for their 
committment towards the protection of child rights in 
the district.

 

Awareness on different child issues

Awareness spread through street play on Child Marriage

CHILDLINE Sheopur team participated in the
district level celebration of Republic Day

CHILDLINE team organized 
Rangoli competition for the students

CHILDLINE Sheopur team participated 
in the district level celebration of Republic Day

CHILDLINE team felicitated for 
their commitment for child protection
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CHILDLINE VISIBILITY

CHILDINE visibility sponsored by Western Union 

CHILDLINE toll free no ‘1098’ displayed on a vehicle

A wall painting with details of 
CHILDLINE services

The 1098 number is displayed on a tempo, 
along with a message to 'Stop Child Labour' 

CHILDLINE posters spreading
awareness about child issues

CHILDLINE poster showcasing information 
about its services.
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OPEN HOUSE
Children’s participation is interwoven into all aspects of CHILDLINE's functioning. CHILDLINE 
provides a platform for children to express their opinions, give feedback on its services, and also 
identify solutions to the problems through monthly Open Houses. As the name suggests, the Open 
House is an open forum for children associated with CHILDLINE to address conflicts, assess, review 
and evaluate the service. It provides children an opportunity to be heard, seek support from the allied 
systems, and also identify solutions to problems in tandem with the CHILDLINE team.   Open houses 
are held periodically on a monthly basis on a fixed day at a pre-decided venue such as a park or 
playground. In large cities, there could be several meetings happening at different locations 
simultaneously - the objective is to ensure that the meetings are accessible to the children 
concerned. Children are given the opportunity to question local functionaries on issues ranging from 
non-functioning of government schools and corporal punishment to forced labour and issued with 
authorities. People’s representatives, police officers, teachers, NGOs, government officials, youth 
clubs and other functionaries working in the field of child protection are invited to such meets for 
children to have a candid interaction with them. 

Delhi

The CHILDLINE Delhi team conducted an Open 
House at Hauz Khas Village with children from the 
community in which the local pradhan was also 
invited. Children had a healthy discussion around 
issues of substance abuse, child labour and school 
dropouts and were given assurance that they 
would receive help from CHILDLINE and the 
police department. 

Karnataka

in Karnataka, the CHILDLINE team conducted 324 
Open House programmes in 28 districts, which saw 
participation from 49,173 children. These Open 
Houses were useful in collecting feedback from the 
children and  in addressing their local issues.   Major 
outcomes of the Open Houses include:  

• Increase in number of cases being reported  

• Improved support during the case interventions 

• More people came forward to help the children by 
extended support for education, medical help etc. 

• Infrastructure, basic facilities were provided                    
to children.

• Letters were issued to respective department to 
resolve issues.

Gujarat

Children in Gujarat contributed to resolving several 
issues being faced by the community through active 
participation in the Open Houses. In Bhimraonagar, 
Bhuj, Kutch, children flagged that water logging on 
the road, affected their commute to school and in 
turn their attendance. After the matter was escalated 
to the Nagar Nigam, the road was repaired. In 
Rahimnagar, Bhuj, Kutch, children raised the issue of 
the open gutter. The issue was taken up with the 
Nagar Nigam, after which an underground drainage 
pipeline was installed. In Khedutvas, an issue arose 
where children were constantly hit by roaming cows 

OPEN HOUSE ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED IN 2018-19

CHILDLINE Delhi conducted 
Open House at Hauz Khas Village.

Open House at Chamarajanagara, Karnataka.

 THE VOICE OF INDIA'S CHILDREN
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Open House in Krishnagiri

Open House in Mula

Open House at Tirupur

and buffalos. The Nagar Nigam rescued the animals 
and shifted them to a Goshala. In the same area, 
children also brought up the issue of irregular 
collection of garbage; the issue was resolved within a 
fortnight, with garbage collection becoming regular. 

Gonda

The CHILDLINE Gonda team conducted an Open 
House session on the occasion of Basant Panchami 
at a school in Motiganj, Gonda in association with the 
Anti-Human Trafficking Unit (AHTU) and the Police 
Station, Motiganj. 

Students and villagers participated in large numbers 
and raised several questions during the session. The 
CHILDLINE team also told the audience about the 
1098 services and also explained about the roles and 
responsibilities of the AHTU in addressing cases of 
human trafficking. 

Maharashtra

Children from Pune city raised the issue of liquor 
shops in their areas. The spoke about its effects 
on the finances of their families, and how women 
and children were subject to violence and abuse 
as a result. 

The CHILDLINE team subsequently organised a rally 

with the children in February 2019, and liquor shops 
in some of the areas have been sealed now. 

Open House at Kheda, Gujarat

Open House Conducted in a school, Gonda
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ANALYSIS OF CALLS
The CHILDLINE 1098 service is available to children in 502 cities/districts across 35 States/UTs in 
India, through a well-integrated network of 925 partner organisations (as on March 31st 2019). In 
addition to being the first responders to children in need of care and protection and offering comfort 
to those in distress, it also plays a critical role in shaping and implementing the existing national child 
protection mechanisms.

*Note - Unable to locate caller is not included in total number of Intervention calls as this number is already 
included in any of the above categories

*Note - Unclassified is not included in total number of non-Intervention calls as this number is already included 
in any of the above categories

*Note - It also inculdes cases reported over email, online, during out reach and various other sources

Number of districts 136 136 118 100 490

Categories East North South West National

I. Intervention Calls          

 Medical   9,355   4,713   3,137   5,295   22,500 

 Shelter   7,885   2,655   6,956   2,822   20,318 

 Restoration   12,133   161   11,506   195   23,995 

 Protection from abuse   22,672   24,030   45,349   14,437   106,488 

 Child in conflict with law   89   217   188   134   628 

 Sponsorship   2,177   4,007   2,748   2,650   11,582 

 Missing   6,494   20,788   3,522   11,207   42,011 

 Emotional support & guidance   5,035   4,012   11,812   3,068   23,927 

 Other intervention   11,727   9,511   14,845   8,771   44,854 

 Information/Referral to services   36,245   34,082   93,801   7,620   171,748 

 Intervention follow-up   92,094   57,656   57,605   14,976   222,331 

 Silent/Confidence building   741,621   1,535,079   822,317   562,880   3,661,897 

 Crank/Chat   296,732   884,076   201,051   524,287   1,906,146 

 Unable to locate caller   8,429   5,009   10,551   1,826   25,815

           

IIntervention Calls - I  1,244,259   2,580,987   1,274,837   1,158,342   6,258,425 

II. Non Intervention Calls     

Awareness building calls  10,349   38,520   59,668   34,826   143,363 

Technical connectivity problems  833,409   477,302   528,848   770,792   2,610,351 

Any other  -     134   49   40   223 

Unclassified   -     -     -     4   4 

Non Intervention Calls - II  843,758   515,956   588,565   805,658   2,753,937 

     

Total - I + II  2,088,017   3,096,943   1,863,402   1,964,000   9,012,362 
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Direct intervention

Indirect intervention

47%
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18%
10%

9%

11%

Protection from Abuse

61%

Shelter

Restoration

Other intervention 1%

Emotional support & 
guidance 0%

Crank/Chat

Medical
Missing

Sponsorship

Child in conflict
with law

0%

61%

31%

4%3%

Silent/Confidence
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Intervention
follow-up

Information/Referral 
to services

*Note - It also inculdes cases reported over email, online, during out reach and various other sources 
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2018-2019 was a great year for CHILDLINE India Foundation with respect to its communication efforts. It made 
progress in reaching out to a range of stakeholders, thanks to the ‘innovation’ lens that was applied across all 
its communication tools, publications, issue-based projects, media associations, corporate tie-ups, and more.   

Engaging awareness campaigns and events were carried out across regional and national levels. Additionally, 
constant updates on social networking sites and interactions with an ever-growing database, allowed for CIF 
to reach out and engage with an ever-widening audience.

WORLD DAY AGAINST CHILD LABOUR

NORTH

Karnal

THE CHILDLINE Karnal team conducted an 
awareness campaign on Child Labour on ‘World Day 
Against Child Labour’ in Karnal.

Mirzapur

The CHILDLINE Mirzapur team organised an 
awareness talk with police personnel of Ahraura 
Police Station on ‘World Day against Child Labour’. 
The team shared information regarding the Child 
Labour Prohibition Act and Regulation Act 2016.

CAMPAIGNS

Varanasi

Uttarakhand

The CHILDLINE Uttarakhand team conducted an 
awareness campaign on child labour.

EAST

Kharagpur 

An awareness campaign on child labour was held at 
the Kharagpur Railway Station.

Awareness on Child Labour in Karnal

Awareness on Child Labour in Varanasi

Awareness on Child Labour at Uttarakhand

Awareness on Child Labour in Mirzapur
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Sheopur Railway Station

The Sheopur team organised an exhibition and a 
signature campaign to make people aware about 
child labour, and how they could contribute towards 
curbing it. The programme was inaugurated by the 
MLA, Mr. Durgalal Vijay and he took an oath to raise 

Jharkhand

Bilaspur

WEST

Surat

At an awareness campaign on child labour on World 
Day against Child Labour, the Surat team distributed 
pamphlets with information on the CHILDLINE 1098 
service and also organised a signature campaign.

Awareness on Child Labour in Surat

Awareness on Child Labour at Jharkhand

Observation of Anti Child Labour Day In Bilaspur

CHILDLINE Sheopur team organized an awareness 
programme to aware people the ill-effects of Child Labour

News Coverage on 
Child Labour Awareness Programmes in Sheopur

Awareness Campaign on World Day against Child 
Labour by CHILDLINE team at Kharagpur
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his voice against child labour, and distributed 
pamphlets. Senior social worker  and member of 
Manav Adhikar Ayog, Mr. Kailash Parashar, followed 
with an empassioned speech about the effect of child 
labour on humanity. 

SOUTH

Tirupur

In Tirupur, the team carried out a vehicle campaign to 
promote awareness about child labour and its perils.

Kanchipuram

In Kanchipuram, the CHILDLINE team made a 
detailed chart that displayed the effects of child 
labour on the child and society. 

Karnataka

An awareness campaign was held by the Bengaluru 
team on the occasion of World Day against Child 
Labour in rural parts of the city.

International Day of the Girl Child

Sheopur

On the occasion of ‘International Day of the Girl 

Child’, the CHILDLINE Sheopur team organised an 
awareness programme. Themes covered during the 
programme  included child rights, education, 
nutrition, child abuse, child marriage and more.

Ahmedabad

Ahmedabad team conducted an awareness 
campaign on International Day of the Girl Child at 
Kalupur Railway Station.

International Women’s Day

Sheopur

Awareness on Child Labour in Tripur, Tamil nadu

CHILDLINE Sheopur team educating girls about 
Child Rights, Child Abuse, Child-Marriage, etc.

Awareness campaign on 
International Girl Child Day at Ahmedabad

CHILDLINE team educate women and girls 
about Child Rights, Child Abuse, Child Marriage etc.

Awareness on Child Labour in Kanchipuram
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On International Women’s Day, the CHILDLINE 
Sheopur team gave women and girls information 
about their rights as well as child rights. During the 
programme, the women also sang songs and poems 
of empowerment.

Bidar

On the evening of International Women’s Day, the 
CHILDLINE team in Bidar, Karnataka educated 
women and girls about child rights, child abuse, child 
marriage etc. They also organised a plantation drive.

Mass Awareness Programme on Child Abuse

Karnataka

On the eve of ‘World Day for Prevention of Child 
Abuse’, the CHILDLINE teams across Karnataka 
conducted the 'White Campaign', at a range of 
places including bus stands, railway station, schools, 
panchayats, children’s hospitals, market places etc, 
to call attention to child abuse. White nail polish was 
applied by stakeholders and volunteers to create 
awareness. The white nail polish depicted their stand 
against child abuse.

The animated film ‘Komal’ about child abuse was  

also screened before adults and children. 
Additionally, the campaign included workshops, 
awareness on ‘good and bad touch, POCSO Act etc.  
Kanyakumari  CHILDLINE Kanyakumari team 
conducted an awareness programme on Child 
Abuse and screened  the film ‘Komal’.

Udhampur

The CHILDLINE team conducted a workshop and 
awareness programme on 'Good Touch and Bad 
Touch and Child Abuse' for school children in 
Udhampur. This was followed by an awareness railly 
with the children.

CHILDLINE team conducted an awareness rally with

children on Child Abuse in Udhampur.

Sheopur

The CHILDLINE Sheopur team screened films for 
school children to create awareness about child 
abuse. They also informed children about the 
toll-free 1098 helpline. 

CHILDLINE team in Bidar on 
the evening of International Women’s Day

Awareness on Child Abuse conducted 
by CHILDLINE at Udhampur

Awareness rally on Child Abuse conducted by 
CHILDLINE at Udhampur

'White Campaign' for prevention of child abuse was 
conducted across the state by CHILDLINE Karnataka team
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CHILDLINE Trivandrum team associated with 
District Legal Services Authority for organizing Children’s Day

CHILDLINE Sheopur conducted
awareness programme on Child Abuse for children Awareness programme on Child Abuse at Kanyakumari
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EVENTS
Gender and Adolescents Health

The CHILDLINE team conducted awareness campaign 
on Gender and Adolescents Health and CHILDLINE 
1098 services at MY FM 94.5 at Karnal, Haryana.

Child Rights and Protection

CHILDLINE team put up at stall at Daan Utsav to 
make people aware about Child Rights and 
Protection and also about their toll free no ‘1098’.

International Day for People with Disabilities

The CHILDLINE team conducted an awareness 
campaign on ‘World Disability Day’ in Junagadh. 
DCPO Rameshbhai Mahida graced this event with 
his presence. Children were also informed about the 
CHILDLINE 1098 number for children in distress.

Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao

The CHILDLINE team participated in the awareness 
campaign ‘Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao’ organized in 
Beuro, Bhopal.  The main objective was to create 
awareness among general public about the 
importance of education and giving equal rights to 
girl child. The campaign was conducted in Devgaon 
in Mandla district in March, 2019.

International Missing Children’s Day

The Ahmedabad team conducted a rally on 
International Missing Children's Day to create 
awareness about the same. 

Awareness in railway stations
The team at the Kharagpur Railway Station, West 
Bengal, conducted an awareness programme on 
Child Rights for commuters on the trains and 
platforms. The team also shared information on the 
CHILDLINE 1098 services.

Awareness on Child Rights and 
Protection at Lucknow

Awareness campaign on 
‘World Disable Day’ at Junagadh

Awareness campaign 
‘Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao’ at Madhya Pradesh

Rally on ‘International 
Missing Children’s Day’ at Ahmedabad

Campaign on Gender and Adolescents at 
Radio channel MY FM 94.5 at Karnal 
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Child Trafficking

CHILDLINE team conducted an awareness rally on 
Child Trafficking and the team carried banners and 
flyers with them at Tirupattur.

Child Rights

The Tirupur team conducted a rally involving school 
children to create awareness about child rights. 

Child Marriage

The Muzzaffarpur team conducted a rally on child 
marriage with children to  create awareness.  

Awareness campaign on Child Marriage at Muzaffarpur

Awareness campaign at Kharagpur Railway Station

Awareness rally on Child Trafficking at Tirupattur

Awareness rally on Child Rights at Tiruppur
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CHILDLINE SE DOSTI (CSD)
CHILDLINE India Foundation (CIF) constantly 
focuses on strengthening and systematising child 
protection in India through its efforts. These efforts 
are carried out collectively and in collaboration with 
the Government of India, State Government and Civil 
Society Organisations in order to make children's 
issues a priority on the national agenda. In addition, 
CHILDLINE discusses and dialogues with its partner 
network through various meets which result in 
universal programs and protocols to build an 
effective child protection practice.

CHILDLINE Se Dosti  is a nationwide awareness 
campaign that aims to make ordinary citizens key 
stakeholders in the child protection process. Its 
origin can be traced to 2007, when Government of 
India gave CHILDLINE the mandate to create a 
path-breaking awareness campaign that would 
highlight the significance of child protection. 
Celebrated every year, from November 14th to 20th, 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti looks to engage with the 
community by sharing information on child 
protection and incumbent issues, in the hope of 
encouraging them to become proactive and take the 
necessary action in reducing the vulnerability of 
children at risk.

The week-long countrywide celebrations have grown 
into ever expanding ripples, with newer centers 
taking up the campaign in varied and increasingly 
interesting ways. With each year, we are moving 
forward to acquainting more and more people and 
communities with the concepts of Child Rights and 
Child Protection, encouraging and inspiring them to 
take a more proactive role in their immediate 
environment to help children in need.

This year, CHILDLINE teams across India, visited 
police stations, government offices, educational 
institutions, hospitals and transport centers such as 
railway stations, bus stands and even ventured into 
slum community pockets with street plays, 
awareness meetings and public rallies, cultural, 
entertainment and sports programmes and much 
more. Here are some of the highlights from 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti Week 2018.

NORTH

Chandigarh

The CHILDLINE Chandigarh team initiated and 
celebrated the CHILDLINE Se Dosti week. The theme 
was ‘Child-friendly, safe neighbourhoods for children 
is everyone’s responsibility.’ The team met with 

Chandigarh police and tied friendship bands for the 
DSP Anjita Chapla, SHO Jaspal Singh Bhullar and all 
the police staff members. The team also met with the 
Child Welfare Committee (CWC) and tied a suraksha 
bandhan bands for the Chairperson, Ms. Sangeeta 
Vardhan and the other staff members of the committee.

Delhi

Vasant Vihar 

CHILDLINE Se Dosti week 
celebrated with Police officials of Chandigarh

CHILDLINE Se Dosti week with Neelam Chowki, 
Sector 17, Chandigarh Police

CHILDLINE Chandigarh team tying 
Suraksha Bandhan Band to Ms. Sangeeta Vardhan, 

Chairperson of Child Welfare Committee (CWC)
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The CHILDLINE Vasant Vihar team celebrated the 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week with the officers of Vasant 
Vihar police station. They explained and created 
awareness about the importance of a                          
‘Safe Neighbourhood’ for every child's growth 
and good life.

The team distributed CHILDLINE masks and 
friendship bands to all the police personnel.

Haryana

Ambala

The CHILDLINE Ambala team organised an 
awareness campaign on the 1098 service in Sonda 
village, and  initiated the celebrations of CHILDLINE 
Se Dosti week. The team also visited shops in the 
village to spread awareness about the service and 
conscript them as CHILDLINE “dosts”. 

With the aim to create awareness about CHILDLINE 
and the importance of education and hygiene for 
children, a signature campaign was also organized in 
a brick kiln in Dhanana village. 

Jind
The CHILDLINE Jind team organised CHILDLINE Se 

Dosti week and covered educational institutions 
during the event. The team shared information on the 
functioning of CHILDLINE 1098 and organised 
various awareness programmes for children, parents 
and school teachers. The team addressed the 
children and explained variouis issues such as 
gender discrimination, good touch and bad touch, 
parenting issues and psycho-social issues.

Key participants of the event were the District Child 
Welfare Officer, school principals, teachers, social 
workers, volunteers, and of course, children.

Karnal

The CHILDLINE Karnal team organised CHILDLINE 
Se Dosti week from 14th November to 20th 
November 2018. During the week, the major places 

covered were the computer centre, vocational 
training centre, fashion designing centres, beauty 
care centres, civil hospital, railway station and 
villages. The team tied friendship bands to the 
children and staff members who were present at 
the various places they visited. Pamphlets were 
also distributed at the civil hospital, railway station 
and bus  stands. Awareness sessions were held and 

Signature campaign at brick kiln, 
Dhanana village, Ambala

CHILDLINE Jind team 
celebrating CHILDLINE Se Dosti week

Dosti band was tied to the children 
during CHILDLINE Se Dosti week

Kids tying Suraksha Bandhan band
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protection. They were also informed about the issues 
such as child labour, child trafficking and child abuse, 
and were encouraged to call 1098 in case they or 
anybody else was in distress.

Punjab

Amritsar

The CHILDLINE  Amritsar team conducted a cycle 
rally with the school children in Attari, Amritsar. With 
an aim to create awareness about CHILDLINE 1098 
and make more “Dosts” of CHILDLINE, friendship 
bands were  tied to the district officials and staff 
members of different police stations in the city.

Gorakhpur

The CHILDLINE Gorakhpur team organised the 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week, which was inaugurated 
by Dharamshala police chowki in-charge. On 15th 
November 2018, a signature campaign was held at 
the Dharamshala police office and various people 
participated in the campaign. The team also made 
participants aware of the CHILDLINE 1098 services 
and its functioning.

Lucknow

On 14th November 2018, CHILDLINE Lucknow team 
inaugurated the CHILDLINE Se Dosti week by 
presenting a CHILDLINE badge to Ms. Rita 
Bahuguna Joshi, Ministry of Women and Child 
Development and other officials. The CHILDLINE 
team interacted with the participants and appealed 
to them to get associated with CHILDLINE as a “dost”.

Throughout the week, the members of CHILDLINE 
team visited UP DIAL 100 office, Nehru Youth Centre, 
government schools, taxi and auto rickshaw stands 
and tied friendship bands to everyone they met. 
They focused on spreading awareness about 
creating a child-friendly, clean and healthy 
environment for the children and concluded the 
week on 20th November 2018.

EAST

Assam

Guwahati

CHILDLINE Guwahati railway team observed 
Children’s Day and World Child Rights Day with 
different programmes and activities. A week long 
awareness campaign called  CHILDLINE  Se  Dosti 

CHILDLINE Attari team organised
cycle rally with school children

CHILDLINE Lucknow team felicitated Ms. Rita Bahuguna, 
Ministry of Women and Child Development with C

HILDLINE Se Dosti week badge

Signature campaign organised

Children’s day celebration
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was conducted from 14th November to 20th 

November. During the week, the team conducted 

special awareness sessions and orientation 

programmes on child rights and child protection. 

They reached out to people at railway stations, 

nearby slum areas, outstation trains, children of 

government schools etc, and educated them about 

the CHILDLINE 1098 services, J.J. Act 2015, POCSO 

Act 2012, Child Marriage Act 2006, Immoral 

Trafficking (Prevention) Act 1956.

The Guwahati team was a part of the Children’s Day 
celebrations organised by Indian Council for Child 
Welfare, Assam State Branch (ICCW/ASB). Children 
from shelter home danced, sang and rejoiced during 
the celebrations. ICCW/ASB conducted various 
competitions at different schools and distributed 
prizes to the winners. The informative and fun-filled 
week concluded by tying friendship bands to all 
railway officials of Guwahati railway station - Deputy 
Station Manager Commercial, RPF, GRPS, CRPF, 
TTE, railway caretaker staff, coolies, vendors, 
cleaners, passengers etc.

Manipur

Imphal

The CHILDLINE Bishnupur team organised 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week campaign along with the 
different stakeholders and other sections of the 
society. The main aim of the campaign was to inform 
vulnerable children about the CHILDLINE 1098 
service and allow them to participate in the society as 
per rights charted out in the United Nations 
Convention on Child Rights. The children displayed 
their talents by way of painting, recitation, songs, 
monologues, fashion shows and also expressed their 
thoughts on being a participant in the CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti programme. During the week, the team 
executed poster and signature campaigns at 
Bishnupur District Headquarters with its officials.

Chhattisgarh

Bilaspur

The CHILDLINE Bilaspur team celebrated 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week with great zeal and 
enthusiasm. The programme began with the flagging 
off of CHILDLINE van by DALSA Secretary, Mr. 
Brijesh Rai with children from open shelter homes. 
They tied CHILDLINE bands to the staff and 
authorities in SALSA and DALSA, City Magistrate Mr. 
A.R. Tondon, Mrs. Kiran Singh, DPO Bilaspur, DCPU 
and all the police staff and media persons.

Cultural and sports activities were organised at the  
government primary school in Imlibhatta, Bilaspur 
where the programme ended with a cake cutting 
ceremony. A ‘Dream Campaign 2018' was organised 
with an aim to motivate girls towards achieving their 
dreams. In this campaign, a guest lecturer from 
Social Works department of Central University, 
Bilaspur was invited and as a token, posters of Ms. 
Mary Kom, Ms. Kalpana Chawla and Ms. Manushi 
Chillar were distributed. To showcase the importance 
of good, complete and  nutritional  food  for  the 

CHILDLINE Se Dosti campaign at HS School

CHILDLINE Bishnupur team 
tying dosti band to the police officials

CHILDLINE Se Dosti campaign at HS School
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children, ‘Suposhan Mela’ 2018 was organised at the 
primary school in Saida, Bilaspur.

Koderma  

The CHILDLINE Se Dosti programme was initiated by 
the CHILDLINE Koderma team by making the school 
children tie friendships bands to the police officers of 
local police stations. Bands were also tied for the SP 
of the district, CWC members, DCPU, GRP, RPF, 
Koderma railway station. All the stakeholders took an 
oath for the safety and security of children. Issues 
like child labour, child marriage, drug addiction and 
child rights were also discussed elaborately with all 
of them. The team concluded the programme by 
visiting the labour department and tying bands to the 
Labour Superintendent and other staff. 
Simultaneously, they also created awareness on 
CHILDLINE 1098 service.

Ranchi

The CHILDLINE Ranchi team initiated the 
programme by tying a dosti band on the hands of the 
Governor of Jharkhand, Ms. Draupadi Murmu. The 
team also tied dosti band to the DC, City SP, SDO, 
CWC members and the Director of RINPAS. The 
team then visited various police stations under their 

operational area and tied dosti bands to the officials 
in charge of the police station. The team also visited 
various staff of GRP and RPF not only in Ranchi 
station but also in Muri and Tori stations and tied 
dosti bands to them as well. The team concluded the 
programme by organising various cultural 
programmes with the children of the Premashraya 
Shelter Home in Ranchi.

Meghalaya

Shillong
The Shillong team kickstarted the CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti campaign with an awareness programme 
which was conducted at the Syiem Mylliem Police 
Station on 7th November 2018. Many shop keepers 
attended the programme in which in-depth 
awareness on POCSO Act 2012 was delivered by the 
centre coordinator of CHILDLINE. CHILDLINE 
facilitated a CHILDLINE Se Dosti campaign with a 
discussion on “Child Safety” in the local language 
(Khasi) at the All India Radio, Shillong on 14th 
November 2018. Apart from CHILDLINE Shillong 
team, the other participants of the programme were 
district child protection officer, East Khasi Hills and 
Sub Inspector, Child Welfare Police Officer of Mawlai 
police station, Shillong.

Ranchi team conducting CSD programme with 
Honerable Governer of Jharkhand at Governor House

Rally on CHILDLINE Se Dosti 2018

CSD celebration at Koderma Railway station

Street play campaign during CHILDLINE Se Dosti week
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The radio discussion penetrated to remote areas of 
Khasi and Jaintia Hills, thereby creating awareness 
on child safety and introduced CHILDLINE Shillong 
team as their new dost. Banners were put up in the 
market place for awareness. To invite more people to 
become CHILDLINE Dosts, a street play cum 
awareness on child sexual abuse was organised by 
the CHILDLINE Shillong team in collaboration 
withMartin Luther Christian University, Shillong on 
16th November 2018 at Iew Mawngap (Market).

West Bengal 

The CHILDLINE Howrah railway team inaugurated 
the CHILDLINE Se Dosti week and organised a street 
play/nukkad natak with a professional team from the  
Railway Police Force (RPF). The major aim of this 
programme was to spread awareness about 
emergency helpline number amongst the 
well-wishers, daily commuters and other 
stakeholders at Howrah station.

Special awareness campaign was conducted to 
spread information on ‘Right to Survival’ amongst the 
children. They were told that according to the 
Government of India, a child’s life begins after twenty 
days of conception. Hence the right to survival is 
inclusive of the child rights to be born, right to 

minimum standards of food, shelter and clothing and 
the right to live with dignity. The team also conducted 
an exhibition on child rights on 14th November 2018 
for a week near ‘Boro Ghori’. It was approached by 
children, underprivileged children, passengers and 
daily commuters.

WEST

Gujarat

Chhota Udepur

The Chhota Udepur team celebrated CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti week by conducting a rally from their centre to 
women’s police station covering various places on 
the way. During the rally, the team created awareness 
amongst people and asked them to help CHILDLINE 
in the ongoing movement towards addressing 
children’s issues.

The entire DCPU staff had  joined the rally and helped 
in putting up stickers at various places in the village. 
The major objective of the rally was to create 
awareness about CHILDLINE in Chhota Udepur 
district and increase the visibility of CHILDLINE 1098.

CHILDLINE Howrah team commenced 
an art exhibition on platform of Howrah station on child rights

Rally conducted by CHILDLINE 
Chhota Udepur during CHILDLINE Se Dosti week

CHILDLINE Howrah team commenced 
an art exhibition on platform of Howrah station on child rights

CHILDLINE Howrah team performing 
a play with RPF team at Howrah station
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Madhya Pradesh

Barwani

The Barwani team conducted an awareness session 
with children of government school in Bandhaan 
village. As a part of the awareness session, the team 
spoke about child rights and issues through a 
game that was similar to Snakes and Ladders 
game etc. Various  child protection issues were 
shown on the board.
Where they dice fell on a particular box, the issue 
was explained to the children. Through this 
game, children were made aware of various 
risks areas such as child abuse, child labor, 
health and hygiene.

Bhopal
The CHILDLINE Bhopal team conducted the 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week with great vigour and 
excitement. They interacted with children from local 
government schools and executed fun-filled sports 
activities such as balloon race, drawing and painting 
etc. The children were taken for a radio programme 
where they talked about the benefits and 
functionality of CHILDLINE 1098. The participants 
had a very nice time knowing about the child rights 
and being friends with CHILDLINE.

Gwalior

The Gwalior team spent a full day with the children 
from an open shelter home in Gwalior and played 
various games with them. CHILDLINE team gave 
them information about the CHILDLINE service as 
well as the reason for celebrating CHILDLINE Se 
Dosti week.

The CHILDLINE Gwalior Railway team informed the 
participants about child rights and environment. They 
organised a cricket match for the children which they 
thoroughly enjoyed, and the winning team was 
awarded a trophy. The  participants were told to 
approach CHILDLINE 1098 if any child needed any 
kind of help. All the children were very happy to be a 
part of the CHILDLINE Se Dosti programme. The 
programme concluded with a cake cutting ceremony 
and lunch distribution to all the participants. For this 
programme, CHILDLINE Gwalior team also received 
good media coverage. 

Maharashtra 

Mumbai

CHILDLINE Se Dosti week was celebrated at 
different railway stations of Mumbai such as 

Snake and Ladders game with 
children during CHILDLINE Se Dosti week

CHILDLINE Gwalior team 
with children of open shelter home

CHILDLINE Se Dosti cake

CHILDLINE Bhopal team with 
children during a Radio programme
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Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus (CSTM) railway 
station, Mumbai Central railway station, Bandra 
Terminus railway station and Lokmanya Tilak 
Terminus railway station.

The CHILDLINE Mumbai railway team tied suraksha 
bandhan bands to the Station Director, RPF, GRP, 
other railway officials, housekeeping staff, coolies 
and passengers at every station. Audience were 
informed about child rights, child marriage, child care 
and protection.

The team interacted with the participants and 
encouraged them to create a child-friendly 
environment to ensure the healthy growth of every 
child. They organised a drawing and balloon 
blowing activity and some physical exercises for 
the children living at railway station premises and 
nearby communities.

Nashik

The CHILDLINE Nashik team conducted various 
activities during CHILDLINE Se Dosti week from 13th 
November to 20th November, 2018. They celebrated 
Children’s Day with the students of various 
residential schools and orphanages surrounding 
Nashik city. The team went to Aadhar-Tirth 

Balakashram, Tryambakeshwar and conducted 
awareness activities with the children. They informed 
the children about various roles and responsibilities 
of CHILDLINE 1098. The film ‘Komal’ was also 
screened to create awareness amongst the 
children on good touch and bad touch as well as 
child abuse.

SOUTH

Andhra Pradesh

Anantapuram

The CHILDLINE Anantapuram team celebrated the 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week with exciting and 
informative activities spread across the seven days. 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti poster was inaugurated by Smt. 
Paritala Sunitha, Minister of Department of Women, 
Children and Senior Citizens, Government of Andhra 
Pradesh. Suraksha bandhan bands were tied to the 
officials and staff members at the railway station 
andthe local police stations. Awareness sessions 
were conducted at different places in order to 
increase the visibility of CHILDLINE 1098 services 
and its functioning.

CHILDLINE Mumbai team with Station Director, CSTM

CHILDLINE Mumbai team with Station Director, CSTM

CHILDLINE Se Dosti poster was inaugurated 
by Smt. Paritala Sunitha, Minister - Department of Women, 

Children and Senior Citizens, Government of Andhra Pradesh

CHILDLINE Se Dosti week celebrated 
with Mumbai Central staff
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Srikakulam

Kerala

Kannur

On 14th November 2018, the CHILDLINE Kannur 
team inaugurated the CHILDLINE Se Dosti week. It 
was conducted in collaboration with the different 
stakeholders of the district at Kannur police ground. 
Tremendous support was received from Child Rights 
Commission, Shishu Kshema Samithi, CWC, DCPU, 
Police, Excise, Education and DLSA. The CHILDLINE 
Se Dosti campaign aimed at creating awareness 
amongst the ordinary citizens and stakeholders 
about CHILDLINE and its services.

Ernakulam

As a part of the campaign, the CHILDLINE Ernakulam 
railway team and DCPU (District Child Protection 

Unit) conducted a flash mob in association with the 
college students at Ernakulum South station. It 
emphasised on the need and importance of 
CHILDLINE services throughout the railways. In 
addition, the team organised a ‘Chakyarkooth’ during 
the peak hours on Platform no. 1 of the station. The 
DCPU took a  great initiative by conducting a quiz 
competition among railway passengers. It made a 
great impact amongst the audience.

The CHILDLINE team and DCPU team conducted a 
child friendly trip in Mainline Electric Multiple Unit 
(MEMU) train from Ernakulam to Thrissur. Throughout 
the journey, the CHILDLINE Ernakulam team 
members provided brochures and  promoted 
awareness sessions about railway CHILDLINE 
services to the passengers of each station.

CHILDLINE Se Dosti poster released by 
Sri. K. Atchanaidu, Minister of Labour

CHILDLINE Kannur team inaugurated the 
CHILDLINE Se Dosti week

CHILDLINE Se Dosti week celebrations by CHILDLINE Ernakulam railway team
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